A model of local-minima distribution on conformational space and its application to protein structure prediction.
A quantitative two-parameter model is developed to describe local energy minima distribution. On a conformational space measured by least-square-fitting root-mean-squared distance (RMSD), the number of local minima in a r RMSD region is proposed to be proportional to exp(-1/r). As part of the model derivations, the minimum RMSD of decoys from the largest cluster, the number of decoys in the largest cluster, and the RMSD distribution of the decoys have inner connections with each other. The model is successfully verified on a 49 helix-packing decoy set and a 30 loop-prediction decoy set, as well as both knowledge-based potential (DFIRE) and physical force-fields (OPLS and CHARMM). One of the model's applications is predicting behaviors of a large amount of decoys (e.g., minimum RMSD of 40,000 decoys) by generating only a small number of decoys (e.g., 500). It may be applied to structure predictions guided by any Lennard-Jones-like potential functions and can be extended to other sampling methods guided by simple energy terms.